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Erin O’Keefe is a studio artist who has taken 800 
pictures of a corner in her studio since last year. It’s not 
that she finds the corner itself particularly beautiful, it’s 
just a space that—when customised with very deliber-
ate combinations of colours and materials, lit precisely, 
and photographed in an exacting way—can transcend 
its materials and become an otherworldly experience 
that challenges traditional perceptions of space. This is 
all done in-camera, without Photoshop, by drawing on 
a diverse range of influences from early Renaissance 
figurative painting to Josef Albers to. Based in Manhat-
tan, O’Keefe graduated from Cornell University with an 
undergraduate degree in printmaking and, when faced 
with the fiscal realities of this certificate after gradua-
tion, decided to get a masters in Architecture, and then 
start teaching. She did this for 23 years, and along the 
way picked up a husband and two daughters. Last year, 
she quit her job to become a full-time art photographer, 
working from a small studio on the Upper West side. I 
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Studio Visit: Erin O’Keefe

saw the first pictures she ever made in a 2012 group show curated by Humble Arts Foundation that I wrote about for 
TIME, was immediately fascinated, and have witnessed a steady increase of her presence in both online and brick-
and-mortar exhibitions in NYC and beyond. Last year, following a studio visit where Erin showed me the begin-
nings of her epically complex series Natural Disasters, I invited her to debut the work in VICE magazine’s 2014 
photo issue, which I was putting together at the time.

“The Disasters are ongoing,” O’Keefe told me in her studio earlier this summer. “It’s something I return to. Those 
were inspired by looking at images in the New York Times every day and seeing everything falling apart. There’s 
nothing that’s fixed. And so I wanted to build them, some of them are more chaotic than others. It’s also to do with 
the failure of our eyes to make sense of things. We look at this and think it’s photoshop, it can’t be real. So there’s 
this idea about giving up a sense of control, or something. Somehow those two ideas are connected for me in this 
work. There is no stasis, there is no fixed truth.”

Tonight at Denny Gallery in New York, O’Keefe’s latest series, Things as They Are, will debut alongside three of the 
epic Disasters in a solo exhibition. Photographer Max Marshall and I went to O’Keefe’s studio earlier this summer 
to talk about life in the world versus work in the studio, how having kids can change your colour palette, and the 
inexplicable awe of perceiving something unmediated by language.
 
Matthew Leifheit: You have a Jan Groover postcard on your studio wall, from Janet Borden’s booth at the 
Armory. But the other reference images are paintings.



Erin O’Keefe: The top two are Leger, and those others might both be Gris. I look mostly at painters, I have to say.

But your background is not in painting or photography.

Architecture. That’s what I did for 23 years.

How did you come to that? Did you try being a painter first?

No, I never painted. I studied printmaking as an undergrad, and after I graduated, it was terrifying economically to 
think, what do you do with that. And I didn’t want to work at an ad agency or something. And I was really interested 
in architecture, so I got a masters degree, got licensed, and then taught.

And then you stopped teaching to be a full-time artist?

Yes, one year ago is when I formally left. Dopey economics decision but…

How does your biography impact what you’re making?

Architecture is a way of thinking about things, and particularly thinking about limitations. In any of this work, I set 
up some sort of rules for myself. And that’s part of the reason it’s studio-based. The world is too big. I don’t know 
how I’d even go about choosing what I was interested in.

Now I can make things in a much more immediate way than I could as an architect. There’s a thing that I’ve thought 
about where, when you’re an architect you either kind of make models or make drawings, and so you’re always re-
ferring to this other thing, but you’re never dealing directly with the thing. The thing (the building) is always at this 
weird remove from what you do. Photography is sort of the same thing, there’s a distance between the subject or the 
condition that you’re taking a photograph of, and the photograph itself. And I like that separation, that’s what I find 
very juicy about the whole thing.

Something to do with the transformation the camera performs in creating a new flat surface. But you’re also 
taking photos in the world, printing them, and then putting them back into pictures in the studio. There’s 
some kind of composting going on in your photographs.

Something I find frustrating is that when you make a sculpture, you make a thing, and there it is. When you make a 
photograph, it exists in this weird… it’s like I can give you a jpeg, and then I can give you something else, and then 
we can print it big. It never resolves itself into an item.
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The pictures in Natural Disasters sometimes incorporate pictures of carved stone drapery on sculpture in the 
Metropolitan Museum. Those are pictures of the world.

Yes, but I like that that is also remote. And it’s all in the American wing, so they’re copying copying copying… 
There’s this weird thing where you’re looking backwards through a periscope or something. History reproduces this 
stuff over and over.

Are you just following your heart, or is there some consideration for adding to a specific dialogue?

It’s definitely coming from me and my concerns, but I do feel like there is this potential convergence of those con-
cerns with what’s going on in contemporary photography. And that discussion is something I am really interested in. 
I have something to add because I come from this other place.

Some people are frightened if they notice things out in the world that remind them of what they’re doing.

Sounds weird and lonely. I came to this way of working through the trajectory I came to it through, and was in a 
position to discover all this other work that was going on that shares some of my concerns. But it doesn’t feel scary 
to me, it feels…

Zeitgeisty.

Eileen Quinlan is someone I was aware of a long time ago, but I didn’t totally understand what she was up to until I 
was on this side of photography and struggling with some of the same things.

How do you feel about formalism? Have people applied that term to your work before?

I think that my primary response to the world is like this retinal, formal response. There’s this sort of primal situa-
tion, where the work is not mediated by language. When I first saw the work of Robert Irwin—there’s this primary 
response of like, POOF [makes gesture of mind being blown through eyeballs]. Then you’re trying to sort if out in 
your head, like, what’s going on exactly. At a certain point, I do feel like the giving up to that is a very pleasurable 
experience. The lack of control when you can’t quite work it out. I think that’s positive. It’s like wonder, or awe. 
Those are big words, but the not knowing is a thing that I’m interested in.

I guess I’m wondering what you’re chipping away at. I liked what you were saying about the stone carving, 
which is sort of a translation anyhow.
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Right, until it becomes this sort of mirrored box of who knows what’s what. Since I’m interested in space, I’m inter-
ested in creating a condition that reads one way, but isn’t that way. There is a tension there. That’s what photography 
can do I think, because there is this other way of translating that experience. […] The camera is taking this thing that 
I know is one way, and it’s flipping it. This is something I explored in sculpture as well. The way that you see is like 
a fly’s experience of the world, or a bunny, or my daughter whose eyesight is really terrible is like radically different 
than yours or mine or whoever. It’s a subjective experience. So I’m thinking about that.

Between architecture and photographs, there were sculptures?

The whole time I was an architect I was making sculptures. I started taking photographs of them, and people told 
me they were cool on their own. Those sculptures were very concerned with cubism, and thinking about fracturing 
a view. So, the concerns here are very much the same here as in the sculpture, but with the interjection of an idea 
about colour.

It does seem like you’re using a specific colour palette. Lots of synthetic colours, right?

Well, it’s all paint, right behind you.

But you like fluorescents.

Yeah I always kind of liked those. But then, the other day, it was like, OH MY GOD, TAUPE. (laughs) That’s what I 
am going to do. So, it evolves. I can’t say that anything’s really fixed.

The studio can be like a laboratory for you, or a place of potential that doesn’t necessarily require a plan in 
advance.

Yes, you made a comment when you came for your last studio visit that I got a lot of mileage out of a corner. Literal-
ly, since then I’ve made literally 800 photographs of corners. Can I make stuff with the stuff I find around here? Can 
I make things only out of things I generate with the printer, and then print them back out of the printer, so this Epson 
printer becomes sort of a snake that ate its tail?

How many days a week do you spend here?

4 usually.

And you have two kids?

Daughters, 14 and 18.
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So you have like, a life.

Oh, yeah, there’s that whole thing.

How does your life outside of this room come into it? Does your family life or your personal life come into the 
pictures at all?

When I was making sculpture, colour did come into it a bit, and it was definitely because of having kids, because of 
having all this brightly coloured crap around. I was like oh I like Barbie, these are great pinks! And so, you’re less 
serious about things because you can’t take yourself very seriously when the primary people in your life don’t.

(laughs)

So there’s that. And my husband is an architect. So that part of things is always there, always looking at stuff in the 
world critically. And I think that’s the primary thing that we do. We go and look at work…

Do you take your kids to see art?

I used to when I could make them go. But my 14 year old is starting high school, and she is not so interested in 
doing things with us. But, they both went to Roden Crater, which was awesome.

It was good?

Yeah. So they’ve done some of these amazing art things that I’m not sure they appreciate yet, like, one of my daugh-
ters fell asleep there under the dining room table with James Turrell.

How did you get to do that?

My husband was working on drawings for the Crater. Terrell has collaborated on a few projects with the firm where 
he works.

So there is actually a connection between you and California Light and Space.

Oh, his work was like [mind blowing gesture]. And having the opportunity to see Roden Crater was, you know, that 
was pretty peak.

Will you ever make installations? It seems like you’re not set on making flat photos. I’m interested in where 
this is going… but of course you don’t know either. Do you see going back into the third dimension?

That is a frustration for me. The surface of a photograph is cool, it has that window/mirror thing. But sometimes 
there is something that I want that I can’t quite get at. So I would say that the sculpture will come back.
 
 
www.erinokeefe.com
 
—
Erin O’Keefe’s exhibition Things as They Are opens tonight, September 9th, 2015, at Denny Gallery, 261 Broome 
Street NYC. It will remain on view through October 11th.
—
Interview by Matthew Leifheit / Photographs by Max Marshall / Published 9 September 2015



A Painter’s Photographer: Erin O’Keefe’s 
Bewitching Shapes

by R.C. BAKER
MAY 15, 2018

“Built Work #3” (2018), “Built Work #4” (2018), “Built Work #8” (2018)

When I first walked into the gallery, I mistook Erin O’Keefe’s photographs for smooth-surfaced paintings, with an intense but 
exquisitely tuned palette and dynamic abstract compositions. Everything about them — the triangular shadows cast across 
two emerald-green rectangles by a mottled yellow crosspiece — recalled the way a painting’s built-up strokes impart a sense of 
time passing, of long sessions in the studio.

When I finally determined, through some nose-close viewing, that these were, in fact, photos, I said a little critic’s prayer: 
“Please let these not be Photoshopped.” It makes a difference, because if the fragile equipoise O’Keefe (born 1962) achieves 
in her constructions was born of manipulating pixels, the images would still boast impressive layouts and a feisty palette, but 
much of their physical wondrousness would dissipate.

In Built Work #8 (created this year, as are the other works in the show), two right triangles stand before blue, pink, and gray 
rectangles. A heavier plane matches the height of the blue element, and all of the objects align on one off-center axis. There is 
a communion in that vertical line, as if these planes were seeking something greater than the sum of their plain-Jane individ-
ualities. They attain it, and then some, not least because they cast translucent green shadows, pitched at perpendicular right 
angles to the vertical fulcrum, undermining with a playful frisson O’Keefe’s carefully structured architectonics. The geometric 
characters in Built Work #5 also align on a vertical, as if they were revolving around a maypole. As I studied the slightly irregu-
lar joins and roughly brushed surfaces, I said aloud to a fellow gallery-goer, “Damn, I think these are straight-up photographs.”

A gallerist heard my mutterings and insisted on taking me two blocks north to O’Keefe’s studio, where I could see for myself 
how the artist achieves her bewitching balancing acts — using only painted boards set precariously on edge with nothing more 
than an occasional bit of tape on the backs to help hold them in place. O’Keefe worked for years as an architect, which gives 
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her insight into — and endless curiosity about — the ways in which walls, ceilings, and floors interact with each other and the 
spaces they surround.
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“Built Work #5” (2018), “Built Work #1” (2018), “Built Work #6” (2018)

O’Keefe told me she gets her cast-off bits of lumber from woodworkers she contacts on Etsy, a way to sidestep making the cuts 
herself. Instead, she works with whatever comes out of the box, painting the wood pieces and setting them up against simple, 
flat backgrounds. In her studio it was fascinating to walk around one tableau-in-progress and watch the angles of light and 
shadow entwine, then separate, which helps explain why her homely materials find such animation in the final compositions. 
Using only a digital 35mm camera and a shallow focus, O’Keefe conjures a palpable realm of space and air, a colorful gravitas.

The artist once told an interviewer, “I look at painting a lot. I feel interested in those issues. When I was teaching architecture 
at design studios, we did this exercise where we would have students take a purist painting and build it as a model. It was fas-
cinating to think about the translation of something and see what would happen when you would try to go backwards from it, 
to reverse engineer it. We also did another exercise with [Josef] Albers paintings. I would have the students try to render them 
three dimensionally to see how the color operated.”

One can easily see how Albers’s color studies influenced this work, but when looking at O’Keefe’s rough edges and bluntly 
painted objects, I instead recalled the bottles, cups, and boxes that Giorgio Morandi, a true “painter’s painter,” would arrange 
on a battered tabletop in endless variations in the middle of last century. The remorseless observation the Italian master 
brought to his mundane housewares captured the very colors in the air — those whiffs of reflection and shadow that traverse 
the spaces between objects. There is a monumental intimacy in Morandi’s natura morte canvases, akin to the off-kilter emo-
tions aroused by the surreal piazzas painted by his countryman (and influence), Giorgio de Chirico. O’Keefe’s keen attention 
to lighting, surface, perspective, and volume similarly conveys an expansive yet intimate range of corporeal heft and formal 
excitement.

In a perhaps wildly inappropriate analogy, it occurred to me on the subway home that the intensity of O’Keefe’s imagery 
recalled the flesh-and-blood stuntmen leaping from one fast-moving vehicle to another in The Road Warrior — as opposed to 
the physics-defying CGI hijinks of whichever Marvel blockbuster is currently showing in the multiplexes. O’Keefe’s rich imag-
ery reminds us that amid our virtual cacophony, sometimes you just want to see some skin in the game.
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ERIN O’KEEFE
September 9 2015 – October 10 2015

Photographs of geometric arrangements of painted boards and tinted Plexiglas will inevitably 
draw comparisons to Barbara Kasten’s influential oeuvre. O’Keefe, a New York artist and architect, 
nods to Kasten (and to Eileen Quinlan and Sara VanDerBeek) but stakes her own claim to the 
territory—call it Bauhaus playhouse—in a series of seductively simple color images. Using reflect-
ed light and overlapping colors, O’Keefe creates luminous architectural illusions; when she applies 
paint to her constructions she conjures a winningly trompe-l’oeil effect. Through Oct. 11.

Denny
261 Broome St.
NY, NY 10002
212-226-6537
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“Big Nothing”
Sous Les Etoiles

The British photographer Richard Caldicott, best known for his work with abstraction, has rounded up 
works by six like-minded contemporaries, half of them newcomers. The show borrows its title from a 
series by Luuk de Haan, ghostly black-and-white pictures of biomorphic white forms, which, like most 
images here, hover somewhere between present and vanishing. Erin O’Keefe makes constructions of 
translucent Plexiglas panels, which dissolve into layers of color and light in her photographs. Dizzyingly 
intricate patterns appear in the work of both Ellen Carey and Gottfried Jager, balancing pleasure and rigor. 
Caldicott’s curatorial coup is his focus on modest-sized works, a welcome antidote to the recent glut of 
supersized abstract photography. Through Aug. 19.


